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Statistical properties of emission from a nonresonant feedback laser are investigated theretically and
experimentally. It is shown that the intensity of laser emission in a narrow solid angle corresponding
to a single mode is subject to strong fluctuations whose distribution function coincides with the BoseEinstein distribution for black-body radiation. The distribution function for the total number of photons in all the laser modes (within the complete solid angle) is determined. This dispersion of the
fluctuation of the total number of photons is much smaller than in the case of black-body radiation in
the same number of modes.
INTRODUCTION

laser emission is the same as in black-body radiation;
however the fluctuations of the total number of photons
in all modes have a much smaller dispersion than does
the black-body radiation in the same number of modes.
A pulse ruby laser with nonresonant feedback having
L ""=' 10 6 modes was used in the experiments. The experimentally determined distribution function of the
number of photons in a single mode is in good agreement with theory.
The decrease of dispersion of photon fluctuation
with increased number of modes was investigated. The
resulting dependence is in a qualitative agreement with
theory. The correlation radius (area of coherence) and
correlation time (coherence time) of the emission
fluctuation were determined and compared with theory.

A nonresonant feedback laser was suggested and studied previously [ 1 ' 2 J. Nonresonant feedback was produced
inl 1 , 2 J by a scatterer substituting for one of the FabryPerot resonator mirrors. The scattering caused a
strong interaction between a large number of modes
with different wave vectors with the result that the
resonant properties of the Fabry-Perot resonator
vanished. In other words, the standing waves that are
usually established within the laser were replaced by a
spatially random field that interacted with the active
medium as a whole.
The emission properties of a nonresonant feedback
laser differ from those of ordinary lasers. First of all
this applies to the emission spectrum. The generation
spectrum is continuous and free of the typical discrete
components at the resonant frequencies of the resonator.
After the threshold is reached the generation spectrum
continuously "shrinks" toward the center of the amplification line of the active medium and, in the ideal
case, the limiting spectral width is determined by
fluctuations C3 J. It was noted in C3 J that the emission
statistics of a nonresonant feedback laser should differ
significantly from that of ordinary lasers. This hypothesis is confirmed by the results of theoretical and experimental investigation of the statistical properties of
the emission of such a laser presented in this paper.
The preliminary results of this research were published in C4 J .
The theoretical investigation was based on the
method of governing equations for the probabilities of
states in a system consisting of M two-level atoms and
L modes. The governing equations for the case of
multimode emission were obtained in[sJ. They represent a generalization of the governing equations obtained by Fleck C6 , 7 J for the case of a single mode. In
our case of a nonresonant feedback laser the governing
equations of [sJ are supplemented by terms that phenomenologically describe mode interaction through
scattering photon exchange. The solution of governing
equations in the stationary case yields distribution
functions of the total number of photons N in all
generation modes and the number of photons n in a
single mode of a set of L modes. It is shown that the
statistics of photon fluctuation in a single mode of

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

1. The Model
We consider the following model of a nonresonant
feedback laser. The ensemble M of two-level atoms
with negative temperature is contained in a "stochastic
resonator." The term "stochastic resonator" means
any cavity having a large number of interacting modes
(waves in different directions) with the same attenuation. This can be realized in practice by a system consisting of a mirror with diameter D and a scattereru
at a distance l from the mirror (provided that D2/Al
>> 1) C1 ' 2 J or an aggregate of scattering particles l 1 oJ.
The number of modes L coupled by scattering is determined by
(1)

where ngen is the solid angle of the generated emission and ndiff"" (A/D) 2 is the solid diffraction angle.
The spectral density P w of the modes and the mean
distance between the modes Ow = P~ as given by
Raleigh-Jeans equation are
Pw=L'!!_
c

c 1

ow=--.
'21 L

(2)

During scattering the emission is transferred from
one mode into the remaining L - 1 modes or into open
space. The escape of emission into the modes of the
"stochastic resonator" does not entail energy losses
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1 l The scatterer may also comprise various inhomogeneities in the
active medium itself.
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for the system as a whole but results in mode interaction. The emission loss rate r in a mode due to transfer to the other L - 1 modes is determined by
c

r = 21 1n

( 1 Qgen)
ar Qdiff

c

(3)

( L )

= 21 1n \ar

'

where a is the scatterer albedo and r is the reflection coefficient of the mirror. The escape of emission
into open space determines the radiation losses of the
system. The emission loss rate y due to this process
is

'\' = _c:_ In ( __!__ Q scatt )
. ar S2gen

21

In (7) we take into account the fact that the photon exchange among the modes does not affect the total number N of photons in all the modes.
The rates of departure r and arrival r' of photons
in a mode obey the condition that the intermode photon
exchange does not change the average number of photons in a mode <nz). This condition has the form
d(n,)
d
dt=-dt

(4)

'
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n
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+

n 1,m,N

(8)

nl,m,N

Consequently

where nscatt is the solid angle of the back scattering
assuming that nscatt
ngen·
Using the introduced damping constants we write the
condition for nonresonant feedback as follows:

»

r, '\' ';> 6w.
The necessary condition for (5) is that L

»

(9)

(5)

1.

3. Distribution of the Total Number of Photons

2. Governing Equation for pn,N
The state of the system ''emission in L modes
+ ensemble M of two-level atoms" is characterized by
the number m of atoms at the lower level, the number
nz of photons in l-th mode, and the total number of
photons in all modes N = ~nz (summation over l
= 1 ... L). For simplicity all modes are considered
identical. This means that the constants of emissionatom interaction k and loss attenuation y are the same
for all modes. Furthermore we consider the case for
which the average frequency of emission is the same in
all modes. This assumption is a priori valid when
generation is close to the stationary state so that the
spectral width of the emission D.w <.<. y, r. Then the
total probability Pg{,N of states with nz photons in the
l-th mode, on condition that N photons are in all L
modes and m atoms are at the lower level, is expressed by the governing equation derived in C5 J:
• n N

Pn.''

n

-k(N

--1, .X--1

1

)/r"'"

n.,s

ni'.'\"

+S(M-m+1)P,_, -S(M-m)Pm
nl'N+i

--!- y(N + 1- n,)Pm

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

where 1Ja ( N) and 1Jb ( N) are the relative probabilities
of populating the upper and lower levels of atoms given
the presence of N photons in all modes.
In the stationary case ( .PN = 0) Eq. (10) has a
general solution [ 5 J:
PN+l = N + L
kM'r]a(l\)
PN
(11)
N+1 v+kM"lb(N+t)

'

and the relative probabilities IJa ( N) and 1Jb ( N) are
determined by the relationships [5]
3'+kN
•
S+k(N+L)
"Ja(il')= P+S+k(2N+L)' "lb(i'\)= P+8+k(2N+L)

-3'mPm'

+P(m-]-1)Pm+l

n.z+1,.:Y+1

+ y(nt + 1)Pm

dP"'

nl'.v
,

n['.v

- yNPN

,

( 6)

where k = ac/V ( a is the cross section of radiative
transition of atoms, V is the resonator volume, and c
is the velocity of light), S is the de -excitation probability of an atom, CP is the excitation probability of an
atom due to pumping, and y is determined by (4).
The governing equation (6) must include incoherent
interaction of modes due to photon exchange. The mode
interaction is described phenomenologically by the
probability of photon arrival r' at a mode from the
remaining L - 1 modes and the probability of photon
departure r from a mode to the remaining L - 1
modes. Then the total change in probability due to
photon exchange between the l-th mode and the remaining L - 1 modes can be written in the form
•

+

FN = -kM(N
L)'r]a(N)PN
kill(N
1)1lb(N
1)PN+1
- kMNf]b(l\")P"
kM(N
L -1)'r]a(iV -1)PN-1
(10)
y(N
1)P""+1 - yl\PN,

(12)

Of the greatest practical interest is the range of
values N >> 1 in which the recurrent relation (11) can
be replaced by the differential equation

1'

1, X-1

,

The governing equation for the probability pN of
detecting N photons in all the modes can be obtained
by a summation over nz and m in the governing equation (6) with the mode interaction terms (7):

nl, N+i

N

+ L) (iVl- m)Pm + k(m + 1) (N- n, + 1)Pm+!
+ k(m + 1) (nt + 1)P::,'· :>+•_ kNmP~,s + k(M- m + 1)
n
n
X (N- n, + L- 2)Pm-1
+ k(M- m + 1)n P,;_,
=

The governing equation (6) with the interaction terms
(7) completely defines the statistics of emission of the
nonresonant feedback laser model under consideration.

1 N

nl,N

P~l'N =f[(n1 +1)P,::l+I,N - n1P':,l'N )+f'[n 1P,~ 1 -, -(n,+1)Pm

].

(7)

~=f(N)P",

N
N +L
kM'r]a(N)
!( )= N+1 v+kM'r]b(N+t) -1. (13)

The distribution pN reaches a maximum at the point
N = N ~ ( N) determined from the condition f ( N) = 0.
When ( N) L- 1
kM/y?; the expression for ( N) has
the form

»

(14)

where !; is the coefficient of pump excess over threshold that is determined by the relation
.'Jl-S-kL kM
( 15)

~=P+S+kL

--y·

Expanding f ( N) about the point N = ( N) and taking
only the first term of the expansion ( L, ( N) » 1), we
find the following expression for pN:
PN =

1__ exp [ - _(_N_~N))'
a y2n

],

(16)

2cr2

where a2 is the dispersion of fluctuations of the total
number of photons N that is determined by the expression
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=

I

L -1
L (N) ( (N)+ L)

]-I

2y

+ M ( fP + k (N))

(17

)

The basic difference of the distribution pN for the
nonresonant feedback laser emission from the corresponding distribution pN for a black-body radiation [sJ
consists in a significant reduction of the dispersion of
the total photon number fluctuation. This effect is determined by the second term in (17) and can be physically interpreted as due to the stabilizing effect of
saturation in the stationary generation regime.
4. Photon Distribution in a Single Mode
A summation over m and N in the initial governing
equation (6) and (7) yields the following equation for the
probabilities pill of detecting nz photons in the l-th
mode of a set of modes:

pn, =

-k.M(n1 + 1)11,'(n1)Pn, + k}d(n.l + 1)1lb'(nl + 1)!ln,+l

+ kMn11la (n1 -1)Pn,-l

(18)
-f- (y +f) ( (n1 + 1)Pn,+l- n1P"'] + f'[nlpn,-l- (n1 + 1)P"'],
- kli;Jnlllb 1 (ni)P"'

1

where TJ~ ( nz) and 7Jb ( nz) are the relative probabilities
of populating the upper and lower levels of atoms given
the presence of nz photons in the l-the mode. In deriving (18) we used the fact that the total number of
photons N in all the modes is subject to relatively
small fluctuations (Sec. 3) and the resulting sums can
therefore be simplified as follows:
(19)
m,N

A general solution of the governing Eq. (18) in the
stationary case has the form
n-1

1

~

n

~-o

[

+

f'
kM11a' (n')
v+f+kMilb'(n'+1)

Jpo

(20)
·

As in the case of nonequilibrium multimode radiationLsJ
we can show that in our case the relative probabilities
TJ~ and TJb do not depend on nz but are determined by
the total number of photons N. The distribution (20) is
then reduced to
(21)
where TJ9- and lJb are determined by (12). It follows
from f ( \ N)) = 0 that
kMila ( (N))
y + kMilb((N))

(N

+ 1)

(nl)

(N + L) >:::: 1 + (nl).

(22)

Substituting this inequality into (21) and considering
that according to (9) the ratio r'/r is determined by
an identical expression, we finally obtain the following
expression after normalization:
pnz= (nr)n1/(1+(n1))Hn,,

(23)

Thus the distribution of the number of photons in a
single mode of a nonresonant feedback laser coincides
with the black-body radiation distribution but significantly differs from the photon distribution in a single
mode laser. In contrast to the ordinary lasers, in our
laser the saturation effect fails to stabilize the number
of photons in a single mode. Due to the fact that all the
modes generate as a whole, only the total number N
of photons in all modes is stabilized (Sec. 3). At the
same time a random redistribution of photons among
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the modes is allowed as long as the total number of
photons N remains relatively constant.
The intensity fluctuations in the individual modes
are apparently typical for multimode lasers, although
they are not as distinct as in the nonresonant feedback
laser. For example, Armstrong and Smith[9 J observed
a considerable correlation of the fluctuations in two
modes of a GaAs injection laser that had a relatively
stable total number of photons in the two modes. Similar phenomena seem to occur in a multimode argon
laser at the transition A. = 4880 A capable of considerable gain [ 1 oJ. In those cases however we may have a
different mechanism creating these fluctuations. Instead of a direct transition of photons from one mode
to another due to scattering, we may be observing gain
fluctuations in different modes. On the other hand it is
possible that such interactions occur also in nonresonant feedback lasers although they are masked by the
strong scattering interaction of the modes.
THE EXPERIMENT

1. The Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the experimental setup
used to study the statistical properties of nonresonant
feedback laser emission.
The nonresonant feedback laser consisted of a ruby
crystal with a length l = 110 mm and diameter
D = 9.5 mm immersed in a liquid-nitrogen dewar and
pumped by a helical flash lamp. One end face of the
crystal was coated with a mirror having a reflection
coefficient r ""' 50% and the other end was rounded off
and ground dull to produce the scattering feedback. The
lateral surface of the crystal was also ground dull.
Cooling of the crystal was necessary for the following reasons. The detection of emission fluctuations
within a narrow solid angle (in a single mode) requires
a sensitive instrumentation with a high time resolution.
We had at our disposal a photomultiplier with a time
resolution of T ""' (2--3) x 10- 9 sec. This instrument
allowed for a reliable detection of emission fluctuation
with a spectral width of Llv << T/27fc = 0.015 cm-1 • In
the pulse generation mode the emission spectrum of a
ruby laser at 300°K contracts to 10- 2 cm-1 during a
period of 10- 3 - 10- 4 sec [3 ] . A narrower generation
line can be obtained by a reduction of the initial width
that is determined by the luminescence line width.
When the ruby is cooled down to 77°K the luminescence
line width decreases by more than an order of magnitude and becomes equal to 0.5 cm-1 [uJ. In this case we
could expect to obtain a generation line with Llv
""'10- 3 cm-1 •
The threshold gain per pass K can be obtained from
the self-excitation condition for a nonresonant feedback
laser [ 1 • 2 J:
FIG. I. The experimental setup. R-ruby; A-dewar with liquid
nitrogen; L-flash lamp; D 1 and
D2 -diaphragms; NF-neutral
filter; PM-photomultiplier; Uamplifier; PR-generation pulse
recorder (Sl-17); FR-fast fluctuation recorder (12-7).
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(24)

Qscatt ]'''
Qgen

( p is the degree of depolarization of the scattered

emission). In our case nscatt i':O 27T, ngen i'::j ( D/ Z) 2
2 sr p i'::j 1 r i'::j 0.5, a i':O 0.2-0.5, and consei'::j 10'
'
quently the
threshold
gain per pass K i'::j 10 2 . The
_1
threshold gain per unit length, Ko = z-1 ln K = 0.45 em
a value readily achievable in a ruby at the liquid nitrogen temperature.
In our experiment the threshold was reached when
the voltage of the IFK-15000 pulse lamp was of the
order of 5 kV. The crystal was cooled with liquid
nitrogen poured into the dewar before every flash.
Directly before the flash the nitrogen had to be poured
out because it boils vigorously and becomes explosive
during a flash discharge. The dewars were periodically
replaced because of the intense brief heating produced
by a flash that dulled the dewar surface after some
time.
Two diaphragms were used to record emission
within a narrow solid angle: D1 with a diameter d1
= 0.5 mm and D2 with a variable diameter d2 = 0.2
- 5 mm spaced at a distance h = 60 em from each
other.
,
The generation pulse was picked up by an FEU -15B
photomultiplier. Neutral filters used to maintain the
light signal at a constant level when the diameter of the
second diaphragm was varied were placed in front of
the photomultiplier. To register fast intensity fluctuations, the photomultiplier signal was passed through a
UZ-5A wideband amplifier with a 150 MHz bandwidth
and then to an I2-7 fast oscilloscope. To record the
entire generation pulse, the photomultiplier signal was
also impressed on one of the beams of the Si-17 twobeam oscilloscope with a 25 MHz bandwidth. The second beam of this oscilloscope was used to mark the
starting time of the short sweep of the 12-7 oscilloscope displaying the fast intensity fluctuations. This
arrangement allowed us also to measure the average
intensity of the generation signal during the short sweep
interval.

FIG. 3. Oscilloscopic trace of emission pulse in a narrow solid
angle. Sweep rate-! 00 J.I.Sec/ em.

Figure 2 shows the oscilloscope traces of a generation pulse for various pumping levels. The splash
visible at the beginning of generation is typical and is
apparently due to a transient generation process.
The angular divergence of emission <Pdiv i'::j D/ l
i'::j 6 8°. According to (1) the number of excited modes
is L i':O (D 2/ZA) 2 i'::j 2 x 16 6 • The average intensity of
output emission I i'::j 1 kW / cm 2 corresponding to the
average number of photons in a mode ( n)
= IV/tiwcL( 1 - r) i'::j 10 6 •

2. Measurement of Intensity Fluctuation of Single -mode
Emission
The primary aim of the experiment was to measure
the single-mode emission intensity distribution function
and to compare it with the theoretical distribution (23)
that for < nz)
1 has the form

»

P

n
I

=

To record emission intensity in a single mode we
must observe the emission in a narrow (diffraction)
angle <Pdiff i'::j il/D. For this purpose the photomultiplier should be shielded by a disphragm with an opening d i'::j ilh/D where h is the distance from the output
face of the laser to the diaphragm. This is equivalent
to the requirement that the photomultiplier diaphragm
not exceed the emission coherence area which is determined by the expression [l 2]
acoh :=:::::

·~~~~J'
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-

~

~
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(25)

1
(
nz )
(nrJ exp ~ (nz) .

'A
D/h ,

(26)

where D/h is the angle subtended by the emitting laser
face at the diaphragm (we assume that <Pdiv > D/h) ·
The required size of the diaphragm turns out to be
very small (for example if h = 100 em, O!coh
i'::j 0.04 mm).
This difficulty can be resolved by limiting
the size of the emissive area at the laser face with an

1"

:.
'

-?.....,.,_
, ' -.·

··-""--.
...
{ ~ WI'-V~~
.
-,~ . . \ •

m
FIG. 2. Oscilloscopic traces of generation pulses at various pump
levels: (a) flash lamp voltage U = 5 kV (near threshold); (b) U = 6.5
kV; (c) U = 7 kV. Sweep rate-100 J.I.Sec/cm.

.

FIG. 4. Oscillographic traces of short intervals of the emission pulse
within a narrow solid angle taken 100 (a) and 400 (b) J.I.Sec after start of
generation. Sweep is 500 nsec across entire range.
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photomultiplier. This should cause a smoothing of the
photocurrent fluctuation at the leading edge of the pulse,
a noticeable feature in Fig. 3.

W(x)

0

a

3

0

x~rflo

3. Measurement of Emission Intensity Fluctuation in
Several Modes

b

FIG. 5. Probability distributions of emission intensity fluctuations
within a narrow solid angle (solid line denotes theoretical distribution)
obtained by an appropriate processing of the oscilloscopic traces in
Figs. 4a and b.

additional diaphragm whose diameter is d 1 « D. Then
the maximum allowable diameter of the second diaphragm is d~ax ""' Ah/ d1. In our experiment h = 60 em,
d1 = 0.5 mm, and consequently d¥lax "'=' 0.8 mm. To obtain a reliable recording of single -mode emission only
we selected the diameter of d2 ~ 0. 5 mm.
Figure 3 shows an oscilloscope trace of an emission
pulse separated out by the two diaphragms from a long
sweep of 100 J.L sec/ em. The washed out picture of the
curve indicates the presence of deep intensity fluctuations. The intensity fluctuation is seen in greater detail on traces obtained from a short sweep of
500 nsec/ em shown in Fig. 4. The oscilloscope traces
correspond to two different time instants in the generation process (100 and 400 J.Lsec).
Analysis of the oscilloscope traces yielded probability distributions of the intensity fluctuations W (I )2>
Two typical distributions obtained from the traces in
Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5. The experimental points
show a satisfactory agreement with the theoretical
distribution (2 5).
The analysis of these traces shows that the intensity
fluctuation correlation time (coherence time) T carr
"'=' 10- 8 sec. This corresponds to a gene ration line width

(27)
Thus the obtained width of the generation line matches
the width of the generation line of a nonresonant feedback laser in the nonstationary region that is determined by the expression found in c3 : :
Av = Avo I l'-xovt I In 2,

(28)

where 11vo is the width of the ruby luminescence line
and v is the velocity of light in the resonator. In our
case 11vo ""'0.5 cm-1 = 1.5 x 10 10 Hz, Ko "'=' 0.5 em-\
v = 1. 7 x 10 10 em/ sec and consequently 10- 4 sec after
the start of generation !1v ~ 5 x 10- 4 em - 1 = 15 MHz.
The fluctuation correlation time measured at various times after the start of generation (within the interval t = ( 1 - 4) x 10- 4 sec) shows that correlation
time increases with time and is in qualitative agreement with (28). We note that initially ( t < 10- 5 sec)
the emission line is so wide as to render the correlation time much shorter than the time constant of the
2 lStrictly

speaking the quantity that is measured in the experiment
is the distribution function for fluctuations of the photocurrent, while
the photon distribution function is related by the Mandel [ 1 3 ] formula to the photoelectron distribution function. However if photon distribution has the form (25), the stochastic nature of the "photonphotoelectron" relation does not affect the shape of the distribution
function [ 1 4 ].

The relative amplitude of the fluctuations should decrease when the number of modes £ of the recorded
emission is increased. When 1 <<. ·.,e << L (where L is
the total number of modes in the laser) the relative
amplitude of the fluctuations decreases according to
1/,f£. However as £ increases, when £ "'=' L, the
saturation effect takes hold and the fluctuation amplitude decreases down to the limiting value determined
by (17). In our experiment we measured the average
fluctuation amplitude as a function of the number of
modes £ of the recorded emission within the region
£ <.<. L (£max "'=' 25, L "'=' 2 x 10 6 ). The method of the
experiment barred us from the region £ "'=' L.
The number of modes of the recorded emission was
increased by expanding the diameter of the second diaphragm D 2 • Figure 6 shows the average amplitude of
the intensity fluctuation as a function of the second diaphragm diameter d2 for the same average emission
intensity I. The principal error of the measurement is
determined by the accuracy of maintaining the constant
level of the average intensity I. The diameter circumscribing maximum fluctuations, d 2 = 1 mm, is in agreement with the area of coherence of the emission passed
through diaphragm D1:
acoh ~ l.h

I d,

(29)

0.8 mm.

=

The experimentally observed decrease in the fluctuations amplitude 61 is in qualitative agreement with the
relationship 6I/I = 1/ y-:c· = Ah/ d1d 2 • More accurate
measurements of the dependence of the fluctuation amplitude on the number of modes including the region
L "'=' L can apparently be performed only using a continuous-wave laser.
CONCLUSION
The present paper reports on the statistical properties of a nonresonant feedback laser. It is shown theoretically and experimentally that the intensity of emission in a narrow solid angle corresponding to a singlemode emission is subject to deep fluctuations whose
distribution function coincides with the Bose -Einstein
distribution for black-body radiation. It is shown
theoretically that the emission intensity of the laser is
fairly stable over the entire solid angle. The amplitude
of the fluctuations is much lower than that of black-body
radiation in the same angle.
IJJ.
FIG. 6. Variation of the average amplitude of intensity fluctuations with increased solid angle
(increased diameter d 2 of the
second diaphragm) of the recorded emission (d 1 = 0.5 mm,
h = 60 em).
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The presence of intensity fluctuations of the emission from a nonresonant feedback laser similar to
emission fluctuations from noncoherent sources makes
it possible to set up correlation experiments of the
Brown-Twiss type [lsJ and to use correlation methods
of measuring spatial and temporal coherence of emission [l 2 J.
In conclusion the authors express their deep gratitude to Academician N. G. Basov for his support and
review of this work.
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